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Most of the current second language and learning researchis in agreement that an optimum learning

environmentincludes several basic elements. Understancbg the theory b ehind these octraponentsis

important and there is an abundance afprofessional literature available for those who wish to

investigate specifictheories ind epth. Theoreticalunderstandingremain.' swithoutimpact, however,

unlessit canb e translated to practical application inthe classroom. The developmentfromtheoryinto

specific classroomactivitiesinteacher resourcesaild curriculum guidesis clearly essential.

My purpose is to give the reader both theor,T and examples of practical application. The last part of the

article, agame f r o m To a LPhyth a I incotpccates several of the theories discussed and iricludes

specific how to details for classroom use.

Theory: It is import= to create a positive atmosphere is tie classroom because
cognitive leantiag increases wheaself-coaceptimproves.

A widespread impediment to foreign language learning is theleaner's fear of making errors and

appearing foolish. Learners quickly b ecome inhibited in anegative or stressful environment. Language

and ego =inseparable, and many studentslive in constant fear of ridiculeby their peers and teachers.

Applicatioa: Wilting risk-takers make good language learners. It' simpottantto structure timefrr

students to get to know their classmates in order to build the trust necessary to enable risk-ta king.

Beginningforeignlanguagelearners cannayet converse inthe targetlanguage, so ice-breaking and

trust-building activities must be done in English.

Dming instruction in the target language, put students at ease by ARSng for whole or small group,

ratherthanindividual responses. Design or utilize activities which allow students to work inpairs or

teams. Encourage students to be supportive and help their neighb ors or group members. With the
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support of partners or teammates, stress is reduced because the risk of error is shared. In games or

activities requiring a single response, allow a group effortin the formulation of the answer, but rotate

the responsibility of the smdent who gives the official response.

Ditectaiticism puts theleaner on the defensive, so avoid negative vocabulary and use indirect

correction. Fcc example, when TPR or a command strategy is being used and a student does enaction

in a manner other than as directed, either describe what the student did without saying, .Aro, or repeat

the commandudng intonationwhich communicates thatyou didn' treceive a correct response. In

question/answer practices, when a wzdedgives an incomes answer, avoid the word No. Just give a

regretful look and ask again, directing the question to another student if you see that the first aulde,nt

doesn'twi2h to offer another response. Another positive alternative is to change the question, so that

the student's answer is correct.

When students differ in responses, praise those who do it correctly, =reprimanding orpointing

out those who do it incorrectly. In addition, do not allow students, either through wads or though

actions, to put down others effects.

Formoreinformationand suggested activities oncooperativelearning and self-esteem, see Canfield,

and also Johnson and Johnson in the bibliography.

Theory: Activities chick employ multiple semi facilitate memory.

The brainrecads information indifferent locations according to the semthrough which it is received.

Whentheinfccmgion isstaed, new neural connections are created inthe brain. Retrieving or

remembering becomes easier themoreplaces theinformationis stored.

Application:The most frequently exercised sense inthe classroom is hearing. Students are required

to listen, listen, listenand arefrequently criticized by teachers foraollistening. Observation of teachers

in a meeting or presentation will tell you that we are asking for something that we as a group have not

mastered. Listening is impottant, butve all soma= out if other senses are =stimulated.

The second most frequently used sense is sight. Early gmde teachers take the prize for visually

stimulating environments ineducation land. In high school, second language. .iers areusually

among those few teachers who provide a visuallymotivating classroom. Time spentin creating
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pleasing and inspirational surroundings should have far greater priority than many of the other tasks

that teachers are required to do. Remember that having the time and skills of aninterior decorator is not

necessary. Include ways for the students' products to adorn the walls and make sure it's rawly related

to the teaming goals. Keep in mind that color is an excellent aid to memory in your visuals, from

visually electric flashcard.s touse of colored chalk atthe board.

The sense of touch is third infrequency, butnot in importance. Tactile encounters are especially

important inbeginning stages of Iringuage learning and relatively easy to do inthe classroom.

Interacting withprops and objects conveys reality, convincing thebminthatthe informationistealand

should be gored. Foreign language conference exhibitors have rapidly b eamne aware of the need and

demand for realia. But don' twat for the next conferenceyour home and local thrift stores are bulging

with words you want to teach.

Smell and taste areprobably tied forlastplace since few of us have easy access to cooking facilities.

Do not, however, let this keepyou from an occasicinal =PINT, or tasting event. Non-cooking activities

which employsmell include identifying odors of cooking extracts, spices, fruit juices or scented felt

pens or anything you wish to teach which has an odor. Blind taste tastes are also fun and interesting.

Use different types of breads, beans, waters, cheeses cr other foods.

For specific activities on smell, taste and the other senses, as well as how to set them up in the

classroom, see Tax/Physine/Faiimthebiblipgraphy.

Tkeory: Language learaing is accelerated vkert the cosiest is iaterestiag sad useful.

Formog students, information (especiallyin a textb ook) isnot real untilitis converted into meaningful

activity. If language is to be internalized, thatimowledge mustbe used to transmitreal messages, not

artificial exchanges contrived for the sole purpose of practicing structure.

Application: The goal of covering the text is often giventoo high a priority. From the standpoint of

content, a text is as effective as the number ofways the infcrmation therein is related to the students'

goals and interests.
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see bater than what they hear. For example, in my firm yearin a new school, I discoverer! that the

French students who had learned the song A/oriettethought it was a song about touching different parts

of the body. This was a natural assumption because that was wimt was done by the previous teacher

and the students when singing Alouette

The teacherno doubt had introduced the song with an explanation of the meaning. The explanation was

soonforgotten, but the actions lived onin the students' memories. To correct the misinterpretation in

meaning, I drew a bird on a piece of cardboard, punched holes inthe appropriate places and inserted a

featherinto each hole. Now as the =dents sing and pluck, they are correctly understanding and easily

remembering the meaning of the song

Fortunately, most teachers, whethertheyrealizeit or not, have acting sk ;tt4. Themore you develop that

ability, the easier itis to deliver comprehensible input. If thisintimidates you , remember that all people

who have been caretakers of infants or young childrenhwe exercised their abilitiesingiving

comprehensibleinput, and are theteforeprobablymuchmore accomplished thantheyrealize.

For more information on L2 acquisitionand comprehensibleinput see &ashen and Terrell in the

bibliography.

Theory: Compreheasioa is the first step ia laagasge acquisition. The classroom is

perhaps the only place in society where we are asked to immediately produce whatwe hear. In the

natural patterns of firstlanguage development, many opportunities of hearing the words are pr Tided

before the learners are expected to speak. Even as adults, we hear new words several times and in

several situations before incorporating them into our spoken language (if ever). Since we cannot say

words that havenot yet clearly registered on our ears, being asked to speak immediatelyis extremely

stressful. Forcing early production sets students up for failure. Is it reasonable to expect them to say

words they cannot yet here

Delayed oral response allowsfor more native-like pronunciation to develop. Poor pronunciationoften

means students did not receive sufficientinput b efore they were asked to produce. Some learners are

ready to speak after about tenhours of instruction; others, especially children, require moretime.
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The following game from ToatiPhyniariFiza, abook on learning language through cooperative play,

is anexample of an activity which maintains interest because of the movement, Acquisition of the

language is indirectbecause students are using language as a tool and are focused onthe process of the

game. The use of props orpictures adds visual interest and helps create reality. It is a favorite of all age

groups. TatePhysicalFaaisavailable by mail order from. JoAnn 011iphant, 11004 1 1 1 th St, S.W. ,

Tacoma, WA98498.

CHANGE PLACES
Parpose: Review or Introduction of Nouns, Phrases or Other Stractares

(Comprehension or Speakirg)

Materials: 4 to 6 large objects, flashcards or pictares

Procedure

Arrange students in a circle or semicircle. Chairs are best, but desks are manageable. Any empty

chairs or desks are removed. The object of the game is to change chairs whenyour assigned name is

called and never to be caught without a chair when the changing stops.

Place four to six objects about afoot apart in from of class (in the middle of the circle, on the

chalkboard tray, or on atable in front of the class). Announce that each class member will be assigned

an object and thatit is important that all remember which object they are. If objects chosen are ashark,

a cookie, aha and a key, the firstperson (staring at one end of the semicircle or with anyone inthe

circle) becomes ashark, the next person a cookie, the third person a hat and the fourth akey. The

teacher holds up each object, showing it to each person during the assigning, nose/ark/atyou at)

a coolie, you arehataad you 'reale); ea: The naming process is part of the teaching so be sure that

all can see and hear. The four items are assigned one by one until all students have aname.

The objects are placed in a line on the floor infront of the group. Someone volunteers to mate the first

call and his/her chair is eliminated , making one less chair than there ore students. The volunteer stands

behind the objects and, facing the group, calls out any two objectsor pictures. If the stzdent cannot say

the words, sThe points out the objects with afoot and the teacher makes the call.
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Those players having the name of the objects called must change places to any chairs other than the

ones in which they were just sitting. The caller immediately tries to sit down in one of the vacated

chairs. The person who does not get a chair, and therefore is Deft standing, is the next caller.

When two =dents land on equal portions of a chair at the same time, they both become callers; don't

allow them to fight it out. The teacher repeats the call during the changing, holdingup or pointing to

the objects so it will be clear to all what la_as been. named.

The new caller (or same one, if s/he failed to secure a seat) announces any two items for the next

change of chairs. The teacher may want to allow students to call three objects instead arm), or

occasionallyto allow, EverAzychiqge!The more objects called, the more movementthere is.

Cautionthe students onthe importance of avoiding collisions. Wheatwo or more objectsare called, all

mustremainseated and waituntil the last objectis called before chair-changing can b egin.

At the end, ask for a show of hands of winnersthose who were never caught without a chair or were

never inthe calling position (with the exception of the volugeer who began).

With children younger than firstgrade, you need enough of the same objectsor pictures so that each

student can hold the item s/he is named. This serves as a constant reminder to the child, plus gives the

teacher thevisual clue of each child's assignment in order to monitor the movement.

Variation

After a few rounds, new words can easily be substituted by assigning newnames for the various

groups, for example, Dose who war whsles srezow mon-brills: The level of difficulty can be easily

increased topractice other structures, such asverbs, adjectives, time, weatheror other expressions.

Ear example, with the class assigned the names of different foods, the callers are required to name one

item they like and one they do notlike. Ilitetheese sod /don't/kept= Those whowere assigned

to be cheese or pears would change places.
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